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Norway's leading aviator, who later was to establish a record as an
independent air explorer along the edges o£ Antarctica. He was a
tall heavy man, given to little speech. During our entire ordeal in
the Arctic I never heard him express a word of either fear or hope.
He took everything as a matter of course. But all the Norwegians
I have ever known in the polar regions have been silent and reticent.
One never knew what they thought.
Second only to Riiser-Larsen as an aviator was Lief Dietrichson,
our other pilot. Then there were the two mechanicians, Feucht
and Omdal, who were to serve the engines during the flight,
Feucht, a German, had been assigned by the Dornier-Wal aeroplane
factory in Italy, which also sent its manager, Herr Schulte-Frohlmde,
to superintend the assembly of the two planes. In our supporting
party were also a doctor, a pharmacist, a meteorologist, two news-
papermen, a photographer, an expert mechanic from the Rolls-
Royce factory, in England, two guides who knew Spitzbergen,
besides various labourers and the officers and crew of the Farm
and Hobby, the two vessels that were to take us North.
Most of these people were Norwegians. Of the sextet who were
to fly in the aeroplanes, only one—Amundsen—had ever been deep
into the Arctic before.
Besides gathering together this personnel and securing our special
Dornier-Wal aeroplanes, Amundsen had accomplished other im-
portant results during the winter. With the backing of the Aero
Club, he secured from the government by Act of the Storting the
use of the Norwegian naval transport vessel Farm to serve as the
mother ship of the expedition. The same Act authorised the issue
of special polar stamps, from the sale of which the incidental
expenses were to be met.
Thus it will be seen that, though my father's gift to us procured
the flying equipment and made the expedition possible, yet it was
a Norwegian government enterprise. The Act of Assistance, in
fact, specified that only the Norwegian flag should be carried and
that the undertaking should be wholly under Norwegian com-
mand—Amundsen's. This was correct, since our own government
in Washington had refused participation.
Furthermore, it was the way I wanted it myself. Amundsen was
the veteran of polar exploration; I, the complete novice. I regarded

